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Rigging Your Noelex 25

� Try to park your trailer on level ground away from overhead projections, obstructions
and POWER LINES.

� Attach the side stays to the “U” bolt fittings on the chain plates. On new deliveries, the
factory checks each boat before delivery; side stay tension should not need adjustment
for the first few outings. 

� Untie the mast and with two people, slide the mast back until the mast base is above
the Tabernacle, (mast stepping plate). With one person holding the mast to clear the
cabin-top, the second person slides the securing pin through the mast base and
tabernacle. Make sure the Jib Halyard is fed through its blocks to the holding cleat on
the aft end of the cabin. The Jib halyard holds the mast forward, once the rig is
standing. 

� Check to see that none of the stays are caught, nor the rigging screws twisted. Lift the
mast into the upright position; secure the jib halyard to hold the mast in position. One
person easily handles lifting the mast to the upright position. 

� With the jib halyard holding the mast vertical, shackle the Forestay to the highfield lever
plate. If the Forestay appears to be too short, tension the halyard with the winch to pull
the mast forward to allow the Forestay to be shackled with ease. 

� Once the Forestay shackle has been tightened, tension the rig by pushing down the
highfield lever located in the Anchor Locker. 

� The boat is ready to rig the sails. 

Note: Each boat has the mast fitted and raised at the factory before delivery. Side stays
are adjusted to  give correct rake and tension. After 3-4 outings, the side stays may have
stretched slightly, (a normal condition and not uncommon). This comment also applies to
newly fitted side stays. Re-tension the rig  by adjusting the side stay rigging screws. The
Forestay is adjusted by the series of holes on the Forestay strop, or by relocating the strop
position on the high field lever.
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Rig Tuning Guide
Recently  several  N25 owners wishing to  improve the  rig  tuning on  their  boats  have
approached me. I  hope the following will  be of some help. This article  includes some
information from a previous tuning guide.

Mast Tuning:

For  the rig  to  work properly on  the wind it may be
necessary to shape the base of the mast. This will also
assist Boom  Vang  Flattening Bend  and is  done by
rounding the  base  of  the  mast from  the  centreline
forward. Make  sure also that the Mast  Pivot  pinholes
are slotted to  allow for the extra movement. Without the
extra movement you may find the Tabernacle lifting the
cabin roof.
Begin with the yacht on the trailer on a level  piece of
ground. Raise the front of the trailer until the yacht is level along the waterline by using a
spirit level or a builders level.
As  a  starting  point,  with  the  rig  tension  on, the mast with  stays  tight  should have
approximately 100mm of Aft  Rake. Stays  should be tight with  a  reasonable amount of
pressure required to push down the highfield lever. Hanging a weight or Plum Bob on the
main Halyard, and measuring just above the gooseneck can check the rake. When rig
tension is applied the yacht may move slightly, usually more on the Starboard side than
the  Port.  An  indicator  for  this  is  the  Hanging  locker  door  when  open  against the
centrecase. An  extra  turn  on the Starboard  rigging screw will  prevent  the  rig  from

becoming uneven.

Check that the mast does not have a tendency to bend to  the
side. The easiest way to  see this is by attaching the Main
Halyard to  the Gooseneck and sighting from  the cockpit. If
you have a bend in your mast and you have checked that the
mast is vertical  by checking the stays are the same lengths,
then it would indicate that the mast base is
not perfect. 

This can be corrected by very carefully filing the mast base until the mast
is straight  or by placing packing under  one side of  the base. If  the
packing increases the bend sideways then try it on the other side.

Mast Rake - Fine Tuning:

Mast rake should not be confused with  mast bend. Mast rake is how
much your mast leans aft towards the transom. The amount of mast rake you should have
depends on the conditions you sail in. If  winds are mostly light then a small amount of
mast rake will  be required (Typically 70 to  100mm). If  however  the wind tends to  be
stronger most of the time more mast rake, about 200mm will be beneficial.
The best method to  measure Mast rake is to  hang a Plum Bob on the main Halyard,
preferably on a windless day. 
Another method is to  measure from the tip of your mast to the top of the colour band on
the transom. This is fine for checking your own boat but as a comparison of others it is
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difficult to gauge as not all masts are the same height and the Tabernacle on the cabin top
can vary by up to 75mm.
Using a rig tension gauge the following readings have been achieved.
FORCE ON HIGHFIELD SIDESTAYS FORESTAYS

Massive effort 650 kg’s 364 kg’s
My preference 430 kg’s 273 kg’s

Whatever rig tension you use, if it helps you to obtain some good results then stick with it.

Mast Bend:

To achieve the most drive from your mainsail you must match the luff curve on your main
with mast bend. When the mainsail is at it’s flattest the luff curve must fit the mast bend
exactly.

Fig 1: Shows good luff curve match, with even creasing up the luff.
Fig 2: Mast bend and Luff Curve that do not match will show up heavy creases

pointing to a mismatch in the luff curve.

When the cunningham is applied in Fig 1, the creases should all disappear evenly at the
same time.  In  Fig  2  the cunningham will  remove most creases  early and may,  with
excessive use, remove the heavy lower creases as well, but there will be too much tension
on the top and bottom areas of the sail.
The ideal mainsail just needs cunningham brought in  to  use as full  power is reached.
Straightening the bottom of the mast bend will eliminate the creases in  Fig 2  but it may
also mess up the Chord Depth distribution shown in Fig 3. If this happens, talk to your sail
maker about a recut. Taking photographs of your mainsail is a good idea.
Lack of luff curve low down can cause problems as well, as the sail becomes completely
flat there will be a loss of twist control. The result is power loss in the main, sail instability
and possibly slight lee helm. This means your 25 will sail slower and will not be able  to
point as well.
If you are going to have a new sail made you must let your sail maker know the luff curve
required to  fit your mast bend. If you do not you may have to  alter your mast bend to
match your sail. If you have two mains with  different luff curves it can be very annoying
having to change your mast bend every time you change your main.

Details your sail maker will require:

• The height of the sidestay’s and forestay above the lower mast band

• Mast Rake from the top of the mast to the lower mast band

• Height of the spreaders above the lower mast band
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• How much mast bend you have
at the spreaders

Racing or cruising, rig  tuning is well
worth  the effort  when you  want  to
obtain the most from your Noelex 25.

Parts relating to the Mainsail

1. Upper Mast Band
2. Head Board
3. Draught Stripe
4. Chord Depth of the Sail
5. Spreaders
6. Cunningham Eye
7. Tack
8. Lower Mast Band
9. Boom Vang or Kicker
10.Sidestay
11.Clew

Bruce  Anderson  –  Wave  N  Go  –
Reprinted from Self Tacker February
2000
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Tuning tips

Mainsail

Hoist so that the luff tension looks right for the conditions, have a stop in the
top of your sail track so you can’t go past the top black band. The luff is
pretty much full hoist, so don’t be afraid to use the cunningham in light
weather to take out wrinkles, it is a sail shaping device, not a sail flattening
one!

The shelf foot should open and close easily, have the main as full as you can
without it backwinding.

If the clew slug is tight, file it underneath until it slides easily.

Sheet as hard as you can with the top woollie flying.

Jib

1. Hoist hand tight on the halyard. Have the tack set as low as possible and
held forward in line with the forestay.

2. Set the sheet in the second last hole and go on the wind. The clew should
be block to block.

3. If the foot is too flat, move the sheet to the aft hole, if too full, move the
sheet forward. The foot should be set tight and curled if the wind is strong. In
lighter conditions it still needs to be quite straight or else pointing drops off.
The foot round should never set on the wind except in very light or choppy
conditions when you cannot point anyway!

4. Check the leech. If it is too open, tighten the halyard. If it is too closed,
ease the halyard. Easy eh? You may have to add a shackle at the tack if the
leech is long, or remove one if it is short.
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5. Shape sail with the Cunningham. The luff rope will be quite tight so that
the sail sets in light weather with no weight on the hanks. Once you have
stretched the luff rope the sail shape will begin to change. This instruction is
for Dacron sails, and should not be applied to exotic sails on other classes.

Faultfinding

1. Tons of speed, no pointing.

Jib – tighten sheet and or leech
Main – traveller up

2. High pointing, no speed

Jib – tighten luff, ease leech
main – traveller down, ease sheet, ease foot

3. No pointing no speed.

Jib - tighten foot
Light weather, ease luff, ease leech
Heavy weather, tighten rig tension, (Don’t rake the mast forward) tighten luff
ease leech
Mainsail – crank on sheet, ease traveller

4. Boat falls  over and lies on side in gust. (and rounds up)

a. Get 4 people on board (hmm! ed.)
b. Ease jib leech until top batten is pointing over the side
c. Crank on kicker and put a girl on the traveller (hmm! ed.)
d. Watch for gusts and ease as they arrive, not as they are leaving!
e. Get the best start and consolidate your position!

Taken from http://www.doylesailmakers.co.nz/sails2.html
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Running Rigging
Length Racing Braid Spectra

Jib Halyard 7.7m 3mm Wire
11.0m 8mm
18.7m 6mm

Jib Sheet 13.8m 8mm 6mm

Jib Barber Hauler 7.7m 6mm 4mm

Main Halyard 8.5m 3mm wire
14.0m 8mm
22.5m 6mm

Main Sheet 11.5m 10mm

Outhaul 6.5m 8mm 6mm
Outhaul - Double End 14.0m 6mm

Cunningham 5.0m 8mm 6mm
Cunningham - Double End 11.0m 6mm

Kicker/Vang 6.5m 8mm 6mm
Kicker Double End 11.0mm 6mm

Mainsheet Traveller 2x2.3m 6mm 6mm
Traveller Continuous 6.5m 6mm

Spinnaker Sheet
(Continuous)

23.0m 8mm 6mm

Spinnaker Sheets 2x12.5m 8mm 6mm

Spinnaker Barber Haulers 2x3.5m 6mm 6mm

Spinnaker Pole Topper 9.5m 8mm 6mm

Spinnaker Pole Downhaul 9.5m 8mm 6mm

Rudder Control 2.5m 290H 4mm

Benefits of Correct Rigging Tension

Correct  rig  tension is very important  –  having slack rigging will  not reduce the loads
transmitted to  the hull, in fact it is more punishing on the hull than a properly adjusted rig.
The failure of a fitting or shroud could damage your boat, mast or even cause personal
injury.
The lateral  stiffness of the mast and fore and aft stiffness of the spreaders is reduced
considerably when the leeward side stay goes slack.
Rigging tension plays an important part in determining the set of the sails. When sailing to
windward into a choppy sea, if your leeward side stay is slack, this can cause a fore and
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aft  pumping motion of the  mast.  This  mast movement will  change the shape of the
mainsail and can cause performance loss as well as possible structural damage.
On a correctly tuned rig, the leeward shroud (sidestay) should not go slack when sailing to
windward  under “normal”  sailing conditions.  Limiting  forestay  sag is  also important,
especially when sailing to windward. If the forestay sags too much the jib luff will fall off to
leeward, tightening the leech and seriously affecting performance.
To avoid a rigging failure from either fatigue or shock loading, it is important to set up your
standing rigging with the proper tension.
A less common problem is excessive tension. This can cause permanent stretch to  the
stays and possibly damage the mast.  A rig tension gauge is available to Fleet Captains for
the use of financial members of the Association. For a $50 refundable fee not including P
+  P payable to  the National  Association “if” the  gauge is  returned in  good accurate
condition.
Note.  An excessive pull on the lanyard on the rig  tension gauge may permanently bend
the spring and damage the gauge. If the gauge is returned to the National Association in
this condition, do not expect a refund.
When your  N25 has been tuned for peak  performance,  measured tension should be
recorded. Rigging can stretch a little bit over time under high loading. Only by gauging is it
possible to  repeat the initial tuning or improve it.
Happy sailing
Bruce Anderson - Wave ‘n’ Go – Reprinted from Self Tacker Summer 2000

Outhaul System
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Relative strengths of Spectra-superbraid
Ever spared a thought about all the bits of rope that help to make up the running rigging on
a Noelex 25?  I was looking over some boats in preparation for the Interdominions and
noted some N25s had very interesting 4mm and 6mm spectra on board.
This caused me to look in to the relative strengths on the Spectra/SuperBraid rope range.
On the next  visit to  the boat chandlers I  happened to  spot a  brochure giving the break
loads.  The following data comes from Southern Ocean Ropes.

Size Racing braid break load Super braid (Spectra) break load

  lbs kgs lbs kgs

5/32” 8mm 3920 1780 6080 2760

¼” 6mm 2190 995 4080 1850

3/16” 5mm Not available Not available 2030 920

5/32” 4mm Not available Not available 1260 570

1/8” 3mm Not available Not available 770 350

Superbraid  characteristics:   High strength,  super low  stretch  (2%),  ultra  lightweight.
Withstands shock loadings and accepts tight radius and knots better than other exotics.
High resistance to abrasion and ultraviolet light.
Application:  all running rigging; halyards, sheets after guys, runner, reef and control lines.
Suitable for replacement of wire in some situations.
Here are some advantages to be gained in using 6mm Spectra:-
Halyards e.g. main, jib and spinnaker – much lighter than wire/8mm racing braid, and pass
through the mast sheaves  much more freely,  particularly applicable on the spinnaker
halyard.
Spinnaker guy/sheet allows the pole to  be set close to the forestay when broad reaching,
minimal stretch under gust shock loads.
Fit 5mm self-tacking jib sheets, runs through smaller and lighter jib-car blocks more freely,
the jib  self-tacks more efficiently.   (Some boats  at the Interdominions had fitted a 2-1
purchase system by adding a block within the jib sheet (see diagram below).  When you
next have to buy new rope, take a closer look at Superbraid Spectra  break loads.  I know
you won’t be disappointed.

Sail setting hints
Whether cruising or racing we often find a similar yacht passing us for no apparent reason.
Our reaction will vary from person to person and will range from complete indifference to
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absolute panic, with most of us somewhere in between.  As a guide the following check list
and suggested remedies may be of assistance.  Look at your sails for the following:
Mainsail
1. Vertical crease parallel to the mast – halyard too tight
2. Horizontal wrinkles up the mast – halyard to slack, add more halyard tension or adjust

the Cunningham
3. Horizontal crease along the boom – foot outhaul too tight – slacken
4. Vertical crease up from the boom, or more often excessive fullness – foot outhaul too

slack – tighten
5. Leech fluttering badly – tighten leech line
6. Fullness more than halfway back from mast – increase halyard tension, pull down

Cunningham, increase foot outhaul tension
7. Main lacking fullness – decrease halyard tension, slacken Cunningham and ease foot

outhaul tension

Jib
1. Leech fluttering – adjust jib sheet to forward position on clew board, tension leech cord
2. Foot fluttering – adjust jib sheet to rear position on clew board
3. Luff sagging inner curve – increase halyard tension
4. Wind from jib backwinding on to main – ease jib sheet, or flatten main

General
1. No feel to helm in light weather – heel boat to leeward
2. Helm very heavy – check sailsetting, main may need flattening
3. Sails OK but still slower – more crew forward to lift transom, check for weed on keel

Windward work
1. Not pointing as high as others – flatten sails
2. Pointing higher but falling away to leeward – ease outhaul on main

Reaching
1. Are your sails sheeted in too hard?  Boom should be set within the angle of your

windex.  Let sails out as far as possible to point of fluttering.
2. Could your main be fuller?  Sails can hardly be too full on a reach unless they show

wrinkles.
3. Are the crew continually trimming sails to suit variations of wind strength and direction?

For maximum speed the mainsail should not be cleated.
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Analysing Successful Performance (part 1)
Like any other nautical skill, the ability to race a Noelex 25 successfully will only come with
preparation and practice.  I have put  together here a list of what I have observed as
mainsheet trimmer on Turbulent over the last five years.
Boat preparation
Hull
Inspect the hull for any damage and repair as required.  Also check for any ridges at the
edge of any painted on stripes or boat name.  It is a good idea to ensure that skin fittings
and transducers do not protrude beyond the hull excessively.  Once you have the entire
hull in tip-top condition, wash down and polish with a high quality marine wax.
Anchor well
To keep any water from entering the anchor well, especially in a seaway, it is best to keep
it completely sealed up at the deck.  Either fit the fibreglass moulded hatch or tape on
some mylar sailcloth or heavy plastic sheet, leave the drain hole open to  allow any water
that does get in to escape.  Ensure that the well is clean and completely empty.  You must
not allow any extra weight in the bow of the boat.  
Outboard motor well
To ensure that the motor well is kept completely empty of water, the seal around the hull
and plate should be fully watertight.  The plastic venturi must be capable of removing any
water that enters the well, even at low speeds.
Centreboard
As for the hull check, repair, and polish.  Also check the lifting winch, lifting wire and slide
runners and grease as required.  To inspect the centreboard it is best to lift the boat off the
trailer.  However, if this option is not available, you could swim down and at least inspect
for any damage.  It is also important to  check that the locking pin  locks the centreboard
positively in the fully down position.
Rudder
As  your rudder is your main control over where your boat is going, I must stress how
important it is to  have every part from the tiller extension to  the rudder blade tight and
working properly.  Check the rudder blade for any damage, it is important to  check for
cracking or delamination and to ensure that the blade is down to minimum weight and has
not absorbed any water.  It  may be advisable to  dry out the blade by hanging it upside
down in a warm dry place for a few days.  You must have an easily adjusted nut on the pin
through the rudder blade so as to hold it firmly between the cheeks of the rudderstock, and
locked in the fully down position.  The rudder gudgeons must be positive and totally free of
any slack or wobble and the same goes for the tiller head.  You must have a good strong
tiller extension with a positive universal joint; the extension must be long enough to  allow
you to helm the boat comfortably from sitting out against the lifelines.  Checking and fixing
all these details will ensure you have a positive and wobble-free feel to helming the boat.
Boat weight
It is absolutely essential to keep excess weight totally out of your boat when racing.  Only
carry essential items and concentrate heavy items at or near the centre of the boat.  For
example, stow spare sails and gear bags alongside the centrecase.  The best idea I have
found is to  take everything out of the boat, and I mean everything you can move.  Also
take out the floorboards and wash the inside of the boat completely.  Thoroughly dry the
interior of the boat and all the gear you intend to put back on board.  Refit the floorboards;
you will notice they will be a lot lighter now they are clean and dry.  Place back on board
only essential items for racing the boat.  Safety gear as required, a  small light weight
comprehensive tool kit and a few spares.  Avoid all heavy items such as an excessively
heavy outboard motor and excess fuel; there is no need for spare wet heavy ropes or
fenders you never use.  If you feel you must take these items, ensure they are lightweight
and keep them dry.  Use two 6-volt big jim torch batteries to  replace a heavy lead acid
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type.  Do not allow your crew to bring heavy items on board in their gear bags.  Remember
a light boat  has the advantage in lighter winds, and will surf more easily in  marginal
planing conditions.  You will find it easier to get a light boat up to speed in most conditions.
Maurice Cross

Analysing successful performance (part 2)
Running rigging (Sheets halyards and lines)
It  is  very important that all  the running rigging is in  tip-top shape and is free running
through blocks.  I find it better to use lighter weight non-stretch rope such as spectraline for
most lines on the boat.
Mainsail controls
Mainsheet: Next to helming the boat, this is your most important control, the mainsheet
must be functional and easy to adjust at all times.  I find it best to  use a relatively light
sheet say 10mm braid, if you find this hard to handle try using sailing gloves.  Use a four-
part purchase with the last purchase coming off a floor block and cleating off onto either a
swivel  arrangement or to  fixed cleats either side of the cockpit well.  You will  have to
decide on whether to  place the floor block in front of or behind the mainsheet traveller
depending on whether the helmsman controls  the  mainsheet or you have  a  separate
mainsail trimmer.  I prefer to sail the boat with a separate mainsail trimmer.  You will find
using a floor block will  enable you to  adjust the mainsheet without the hassle of the
traveller moving especially in heavy air.
Mainsheet traveller lines:  These lines must be free to  run and easy to  adjust especially
under heavy conditions.  I find a two part purchase is all that is needed, it is best to have
the purchase coming off the traveller direct up to  a cleat on top of the combing, this will
allow you to get hold of the line and to adjust it by pulling it directly towards you.  It is best
to have a continuous system so as to enable you to release the cleat on the leeward side
by pulling the loose end.
Boom vang:  The boom vang should have a six-part purchase with the tails led down either
side of the main hatch, for ease of adjustment from the weather rail on either board.
Mainsail outhaul:   You should have  a good free running outhaul system with  four part
purchase inside the boom led back to  a cleat on one side of the main hatch. It is important
to have a stainless steel outhaul car webbed to the clew ring of the mainsail.
Mainsail halyard:  It is best to use 6mm spectraline for the main halyard run down to  the
base of the mast and back to a  good quality cleat, one that will not damage the halyard
and that will never slip.
Mainsail Cunningham:  A simple two-part purchase looped through the cunningham eye in
the mainsail is all that is required for mainsail Cunningham adjustment.
Main boom topping lift:  There is no need for a main boom topping lift on a racing Noelex
25.
Mainsail Reefing lines:  It is only in very extreme conditions that you are likely to  require
reefing a Noelex 25.  If a reef is required, conventional slab reefing is the way to go.
Jib controls
Jib sheet:  There are two types of jib sheeting systems in use on N25s.  The standard
system has a continuous sheet led through roller blocks on the jib traveller and through a
block shackled to the clew of the jib.  I prefer to  use the alternate method of having the
continuous sheet led through turning blocks mounted just aft of the anchor well and back
through a purchase block with a single sheet running through a block on the traveller and
up to the clew on the jib.  This allows the jib to tack freely especially in light airs, allows you
to adjust the sheet from the weather rail without the traveller being pulled towards the
centre line and allows you to adjust the sheet to  marks on the single line where it runs
through the block on the traveller.
Jib Cunningham:  Some N25s are set up with a  jib Cunningham or a  tack downhaul, and
use this successfully.  However, I do not feel it is necessary.
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Jib Halyard:  The same as the main halyard, 6mm spectraline and a cleat that will not slip
under load, mounted on the cabin top.
Outboard Sheeting:   On a long two sail reach having the jib sheeted out to  the rail can
increase your boat speed quite markedly.  I find it best to have a line kept in an accessible
place downstairs that you run through and attach to  the jib clew only when it is required,
rather than having a permanently run sheet.
Spinnaker controls:  I find that most boats are set up much the same with a conventional
sheeting system led through barber haulers.  However, it is important to  use lightweight
non-stretch sheets, preferably 5mm spectraline.  I notice some boats use a self-launching
spinnaker pole  with  some success.  However,  I  prefer to  go  for  the simplicity of  a
conventional  double-ended pole with  topping lift and downhaul  set off bridles run from
either end of the pole.  It seems pretty much universal to  stow the spinnaker pole on the
main boom when it is not in use.
Sails
As your sails are the motor of your yacht, their quality and ability to be adjusted to and hold
the  correct  shape  for  the  prevailing  conditions  will  have  a  direct  affect  on  your
performance.  Any quality sailmaker with a track record in manufacturing N25 sails should
be able to  supply you with a reasonably priced suit of sails.  As  the N25 has a relatively
small sailplan it is vitally important that the sails are made to  the absolute maximum area
allowed for in the class rules.  I have listed a few notes below that you may find helpful
when ordering new sails.  I have only listed what I consider as top performance racing
sails.  You or your sailmaker may settle for a different option.
Mainsail:  A mainsail manufacture from a 4.4 oz resin finish or yarn tempered type sailcloth
should give you about four years racing before it starts to lose its edge.  You must ensure
the sail has a large foot round or shelf foot, I find it best for adjustment to  have about three
slides fitted along the foot rather than having a bolt rope.  The luff should have a bolt rope
track rather than slides. If you require reef points make sure they are not too deep.  I find
about 500mm is as much as you would want to reduce your sail area by, even in extreme
conditions.
Jib:   A jib  manufactured from 4.2 oz yarn  tempered sailcloth should be replaced every
season for best performance.  Because of the rather unusual measurement system used
on N25 jibs, it is very important to  ensure that your sail is right up to the maximum area
allowed under the class rules.
Spinnaker:  A triradial  spinnaker manufactured from .75 oz resin finish spinnaker nylon
should last up to five or more years. However, you will notice it will soften up over time and
may become a little slower and harder to trim as it ages.
The number two jib and number two spinnaker are used so infrequently when racing I do
not think they are worth mentioning here.
Wind flows (tell tales):  It is necessary to  have a few wools back from the luff of the jib, to
aid in  trimming the jib and steering the boat.  On the mainsail you should have a row of
wools below the top batten and strips of spinnaker nylon sewn to  the leech end of each
batten to  aid  in  trimming.  If  you are unsure about wind flows your sailmaker will advise
you.
Maurice Cross

Window Crazing

This  is  in  reply to  a  recent enquiry  from  a member about  the  fine crazing  that  we
sometimes get in  the Perspex windows  of  our  Noelex 25’s. It  doesn’t always  mean
replacing the windows. Here in Christchurch we are able to  get a product called Aquagrit
2000, which we found out, was used by a local Fibreglass boat builder for cutting gelcoat,
after repairs, and prior to polishing. It is the equivalent of 2000 wet and dry sandpaper. I
found, when cutting part of the deck that if I continued on over the windows 90 % of the
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crazing and minor scratches came out. This cutter is water-soluble so if it dries out while
you are working, a light misting with water spray will get things moving again. You will a
need buff or polishing pad on electric drill, but keep the speed down, and do not work to
long in one place as you could create too much heat, and take too much  Perspex off. Use
light sweeps and keep the buff moving and you should not have too much trouble. The
danger is too high RPM, which creates HEAT.         
Should the crazing and scratches be too bad, and you wish to  replace the windows, the
hardest part is stopping them from leaking, which was the problem I had for the first couple
of years that we had the boat. The main problem was the various sealants that previous
owners had used in attempts to  cure the leaks. RTV is not a  particularly good method
because it is also an adhesive, and makes the next removal very difficult. Also sealants
that set hard are not ideal either as they crack or leak again. I  have had success with
Silaflex, a  soft non-setting sealant, which you apply to  the joint, fit in  the Perspex then
screw on the trim, but only apply enough pressure via the screws to squeeze the sealant
to the edges. Then should you get a leak later, the fix is to  just give the screws ¼ to ½ a
turn and the soft sealant will then squeeze out some more, and hopefully the leak is fixed.
Hope this is of some value. 
Keith Atkinson - Grumpy’s Toy – Reprinted from Self Tacker April 2002

Mast Foot Exit Blocks Seized
You will have already attempted to  free the sheaves with CRC and long nosed pliers or
centre punch.  More drastic measures are needed.

• Note the location of each halyard

• Drill out the rivet heads (6?) holding foot to the mast
• Punch in the remainder of each rivet

• Remove the foot – it may require gentle persuasion.

• Secure each halyard to prevent possible twisting inside the mast with its neighbour.

The sheaves are held in place with a stainless pin.
• Note the location of the pins’ holes on the forward face of the foot.  It may be bogged

up and painted

• Go to the rear of the foot and using your ‘eyeometer’, line up the pin and locate the
position on the cast where to drill.  If the job has been done before this may be already
bogged too.  The position is approximately 15mm above the foot’s base plate and 4
mm in from the vertical wing plate.

• Centre punch this location then select a small bit (7/64) and drill to the pin head.  It will
be approximately 15mm in.  If you are on target you will know when you get there.

• Enlarge this hole to accommodate a fine tipped punch – we used 3/16 on Qui Vive

• Punch out the pin – it may require considerable persuasion.

• Tap the sheaves out from the inside of the foot with a round tip punch.
• Clean up the sheaves and foot with sandpaper.

• Put it all back together

Bert Willemse - Tantaleyes and John Oliver - Qui Vive - reprinted from Self Tacker
Summer 2000/2001
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Keel Wire Replacement
It  is strongly recommended that you replace the keel wire in  your Noelex 25 every two
years irrespective of its condition. This can be done with the boat on its trailer and is quite
a simple operation.
Step 1. Wind the keel down so that it rests on the trailer rollers. Remove the winch handle

and winch cover plate. Also remove the inspection port.
Step 2. Unbolt the winch and remove from the housing - you will have to unwind the wire

from the drum as you go.
Step 3. Unscrew and remove the aft pin on the keel, located inside the inspection port.

(Do not remove the forward pin, as this will release the safety strop.)
Step 4. Wi th the pin removed, the wire can be withdrawn completely and unwound from

the winch.
Step 5. Attach the new wire to the winch drum in the same way as the old wire was

attached.
Step 6. Feed the thimbled end of the wire (with the eye in it) down the aft hole on the top

of the keel. Ensure that the pin goes back through the eye and screw it back up.
Step 7. Rewind the wire onto the winch drum retaining as much tension as possible. Bolt

the winch back in place - replace winch cover and inspection port, and the
operation is complete.
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Hull Numbers
Do you know where to  find your Hull Number?  I have been told recently of a number of
places they can be found.

o The detail plate on the companionway

o The hull on the starboard aft corner just below the rubber strip

o Inside the starboard side stern locker

o Inside the port stern locker

Reprinted from the Self Tacker September 1999
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Centreboard Winch Failure & Replacement
Just in  case others  have  similar problems,  I  thought  I  might  provide  the following
information.
At  the end of the last sailing season I had noticed that the centreboard winch in my N25
had started to  ooze a little black grease from the top of the worm drive. I later noticed that
on lowering the centreboard onto the trailer after retrieving, that instead of the winch drum
unwinding under no load the worm drive actually wound out of the top of the winch casing
by 2-3 mm exposing a broken rubber seal and more grease. On reversing the winding
direction the worm retracted again and I thought little more about it.
While  cruising on  Lake  Benmore  on  Labour Weekend we  noticed  that  the  winch
mechanism felt tighter than normal and with  several  more lowerings and raisings it got
rapidly stiffer. The last attempt at raising the board was so difficult that I decided not to  risk
lowering it again until the yacht was back on the trailer.
I removed the winch from the boat and attempted to dismantle it and inspect the workings.
There does not seem to be any non-destructive way of getting into these winches.
After  some helpful  enquiries through the Association’s Keith  Atkinson and some of his
suggested  contacts  I  tracked  down  a replacement  winch  from  James  Nilsson Ltd,
Winchmakers, 69 Hillside Road, Glenfield, Auckland. 09 333 5219, 08004WINCHES, Fax
09 444 5222, email sales@jamesnilsson.co.nz.

The model is called Self Holding Hand Winch – SH300, Part 610000

The new winch appears to have the same or similar housing with the exterior dimensions
and winching characteristics,  gearing etc  the same as my original  winch.  A  notable
difference is that the worm drive is stainless steel not bronze as in the original.  My original
winch has the name “Howick Eng” cast into the housing and was painted white while the
new Nilsson winch is black powder coated. Also the 2 securing boltholes in the base of the
winch are in a slightly different position from the original. The Nilsson winch has a larger
aperture hole on the top of the winch housing for accessing a grease nipple. My grease
gun’s nozzle was too wide to be able to properly engage the nipple on the original winch! 
I  found Nilsson’s to  be very helpful  and knowledgeable and they promptly organised a
courier to Christchurch. The cost was $320.85 including freight and GST. For those living
in Christchurch, I believe that Oborns Nautical can also supply the winch at a similar price.
Jim Waterhouse – Aquadomus – Reprinted from Self Tacker Issue 4 – 2003

Front Hatch
Q. I have a problem with the forward hatch on our boat “Turnabout”.  It has always been

prone to leaking and part of the problem seems to be the small sliding-bolt-type latch.
This latch is incapable of putting any downward pressure on the rubber seal and I am
tired of having a wet bed!

Bob Turner
A. I had similar problems but as luck would have it I was working at an aluminium window

factory at the time, and found a certain type of window handle was exactly right for the
job.  It is a double tongue alloy handle, make by Interlock; model is Styleline 240B
double tongue Facefix.  It should fit just where the shot bolt did and the tongue will
close on the same piece of fibreglass as the bolt did.  The added bonus is that with the
double tongue you can set it with a small gap when cruising for added ventilation.  If
you put some of that self-adhesive small foam door seal inside the hatch that handle
should close it down watertight.  The handles should be available, at any aluminium
joinery outfit, as Interlock handles are probably the most common handles available.

Keith Atkinson – Reprinted from Self Tacker issue 2 - 2003
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Keel droppers beware
When was the last time you looked at your keel winch?  Have you considered what would
happen if it failed while you were on holiday many miles away from help?  We have
recently had an experience, which prompts these thoughts.
Let me describe what happens when the roll pins on your winch part company.  There is a
deep  and frightening  rumbling in  the  middle of  the  boat followed  by  a  loud  crash.
Everybody looks accusingly at the other and says, “…What was that?”
Answer.  There are two rather important pins, which locate the bronze gear to  the main
winch shaft.  When they break the centreboard is in free fall, hell bent on parting company
with the boat.  Thankfully, the safety strop restrains it.  That is after it has delaminated the
trailing edge, broken a large chunk off the top of the board and requiring a diver to  cut
away debris, before it is lifted.  And yes, we have recently replaced the winch wire.
The moral of the story is, when you check your winch wire, check your roll pins and
gearing mechanism.  This will probably mean that the roll pins will need to be taken out
and replaced.
While you are checking your roll pins, check the status of the tooth gear.  In  order to
inspect the gear it is necessary to  remove the winch from the centreboard casing.  The
gear is bronze and it wears.   Ours is in a very sad condition and needs replacing.
After much research we have learned that our Mark 1 winch is no longer in production and
any  parts  need  to  be  made.   The  good news  is  the  price  per  gear  drops  from
approximately $280 for one gear, to $90, if a batch of 10 is produced at the same time.
My advice.  If you have a well loved and much used Mark 1 boat, check your winch gear.
If yours is in the same state as ours, it should be replaced prior to  Christmas.  We would
be interested  in  bulk  ordering so that  all  could  enjoy  the  concession of  having  an
economical number machined at the same time.
Up here in Auckland we would be most interested to learn of any winch problems.  Please
telephone or write with your story.
Bruce Rankine
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Rudder

The rudder design for the Noelex 25 is now showing a serious flaw.  I am referring to the
rudder pintles – that is the bit where the rudder swivels on the brackets attached to the
transom.  The bottom pintle in particular is suffering metal fatigue. The forces generated
on the pintle are quite horrendous as I found out when the said pintle broke on my boat.
The problem is that stainless steel becomes work-hardened and brittle over a period of
time.  I know of some boats that have suffered rudder failure recently and I don’t doubt
there are others.  Visual inspection on the pintles fails to determine the true condition as
pointed out by one owner when the boat lost her rudder at the Champion of Champions.
The owner told me he looked at the pintles following the last article but couldn’t see any
thing amiss.  Another owner lost his rudder at the Nationals at Easter.  Where the pintle
fractures is hidden at the base of the hex head of the bolt welded to the bracket.  It is at
this point that all the breaks occur.
Of the breaks that I know, most have occurred within easy reach of outside help – but if
one happened to be away cruising and miles from the nearest help – do you know how to
cope and get back to base safely?  Invariable breaks occur when there is considerable
strain such as occurs in wind strengths of 15 knots or more.  However, the breakage at
this years nationals was when the wind strength was no more than 5-8 knots.
The remedy is very simple, remove the bracket from the boat, 4-x quarter inch bolts and
loosen the pintle nut.  Remove the existing welded bolt and welds.  Weld a support bracket
the thickness of the rudder mount above the bracket bottom (approx 15/16ths).  Tack a
stainless steel captive/self-locking nut to the bottom of the bracket, source a suitable sized
stainless bolt, (2” x 3/8”) and refit to the transom.  I recommend that all Noelex 25 owners
who have yet to modify the bottom pintle, arrange to strengthen the bottom pintle as a
matter of urgency.
Sweet Magic

Hull Maintenance
Where does one start with  all the maintenance needed to keep our boats in top order?
Each skipper would find the task a lot easier if he were to make a list of priorities and set to
trying to complete the list before its time to  go summer cruising.  Murphy’s Law is always
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on the lookout to catch the unwary, with  something going wrong that just happened to  be
the next item for attention on the list of TO DO’s. 
Anyway here are a few ideas to provoke a few thoughts about items to go on the list. Let’s
start at the bow or sharp-end. 
An item often taken for granted is the strop between the highfield lever and the lower end
of the forestay. If your boat is an early model, say before a Liner Model, its very likely the
strop is of 4mm wire. 4mm wire has a known habit of letting go with little warning, if you’re
about to replace your’s, ask the rigger to  use 5mm 1 x 19 Stainless. Distance between the
Tellurite  eye and the eye on the stainless bar is 500mm, or take your old one along to
have an exact copy made. 
Next Check out the anchor and warp. Safety regulations require, as minimum, a Danforth
13s 7.7kgs with at least a boat’s length of 8mm chain. The total length of chain and warp
should be 46 metres. It’s a good idea to  mark the warp in a  way so that you know how
much is out. Here is a suggestion: 

5 metres 1 Blue Mark 10 metres 1 Red Mark
15 metres 3 Blue Marks 20 metres 2 Red Marks
25 metres 5 Blue Marks 30 metres 3 Red Marks
35 metres 7 Blue Marks 40 metres 4 Red Marks

Self-Tacking Jib: The Jib Track is often taken for granted - it needs some TLC from time to
time. Make sure the screws holding the centre at the foot of the mast are very secure, if
need be, remove the screws, fill the holes with epoxy and allow to set before re-fixing the
screws. Sheaves and the jib-car will work more freely if taken off and cleaned in a cleaning
fluid.
Next,  closely inspect the mast. Dismantle  all  the halyard exi t blocks and don’t he too
surprised if your exit block sheaves are badly worn. It is amazing how the spindle/axle will
flog out a sheave. Replace any aluminium or plastic sheaves with  brass versions. Check
that all  mast fittings are tight and that there is no movement. Pay particular and close
attention to the spreaders, where they are welded to the mast band and the rivets holding
the spreader to the mast.
If  you need to  replace any halyards, consider using 6mm spectra. Its design strength is
greater than 8mm racing braid. A great feature about spectra is that it has little  or no
stretch  characteristics.  Being of  smaller diameter you will  he pleased how freely the
halyard runs through the sheaves. There is no need to re-order/replace your stainless wire
spliced halyards, simply use spectra; it is as strong and much lighter. An extra  bonus is
that as mentioned before, there is very little stretch. 
Similarly if any of your running rigging is chaffed or in need of replacing consider using
6mm spectra. I know of several Auckland boats that have replaced their jib sheets with
4mm spectra, with  6mm covers pulled over the tails. While looking at the mast, closely
inspect  the mast base,  and tabernacle  fittings. With  many  boats,  the  mast step  is
collapsing and is easily rebuilt. 
Side Stays  have a normal life of about seven years. If yours are older, seriously consider
replacing them. Stainless steel work hardens and becomes brittle over a  period of time.
Broken strands are telltale signs that replacement has become a matter of urgency. 
Rope clutches usually work well  and need little  attention. However there are still many
boats  using the factory fitted plastic jammers. Ronstan are producing a range of cam
cleats that are up to the demands of a Noelex 25, they are easy to fit and work efficiently. 
Cockpit - mainsheets seem to go on forever,
10mm racing braid is most suitable, it’s soft and
kind  on  the  hands  and  lasts  well.  The
mainsheet traveller adjuster as supplied by the
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manufacturers is very primitive and with little thought is easily modified as shown in  the
picture.
Outboard Motors range in size from the minimum, as laid down by Yachting New Zealand
Safety Regulations, of 8hp up to 15hp. I have heard of a Noelex 25 owner who managed
to shoehorn a 25hp motor into the well! It must have been a very tight fit. 2-stroke motors
work well and give  little  trouble provided the oil/petrol  mix is  as recommended by the
manufacturer. 4 stroke motors suffer a weight penalty but offer greater fuel economy, are
usually  quieter,  and have  a larger  charging
capacity.
At  the very  end of the hull is usually fitted a
rudder.  The  original  factory  supplied  pintle
fittings  have  a  known weakness, particularly
the  lower  pintle.  These can  be modified as
illustrated  in  the  photo  and  will  give
considerable  peace of  mind,  particularly for
those skippers who cruise to the remoter areas.
Losing the use of a rudder can cause all sorts
of problems, particularly if Murphy’s Law happens at a rather stressful time.
Next  thoroughly inspect the hull for star crazing or Gel-coat damage. A good fibreglass
repairer will easily and inexpensively repair the damage. Note the hull is not well known for
a lengthy immersion in water. Gel coats are not totally water impervious. For those owners
who habitually leave their boats afloat for long periods, you will be well advised to make
arrangements to  have the hull below the water line coated with an epoxy finish, and then
anti  fouled. Failure to  take such precautions will  invite  the  dreaded pox.  The current
manufacturer of the Noelex 25 is using a more water resistant hull material, the advantage
of later and modern glass fibre technology.
Next item to  check is the keel. Recently we have had brought to our attention problems
with winches, particularly with early model Noelex 25’s. Shear pins are shearing, with the
rather embarrassing difficulty of  not being able to  retrieve  the yacht onto the trailer. A
golden rule is to make sure the worm drive is kept well greased and lubricated - 95 turns to
lift or lower the keel is a lot easier with a well lubricated winch. Also remember if you are
trailing the boat regularly; let the keel rest on the trailer rollers. 500 pounds of lead at the
bottom of the keel, bouncing as you travel  to  your favourite sailing spot is not very kind to
winch gears and teeth. Later Noelex 25’s have a modified winch where all the gear and
worm  drive  is enclosed usually in  a  white  casting. Again a golden rule  is to  lubricate
regularly and well. 
Winch wires take an awful strain every time they are used. Remember those 500 pounds
of  lead. Every  boat has got it!  Religiously replace the wire  every two  years.  I  know
someone will skite they haven’t changed theirs since they bought the boat 10 years ago.
$20 of wire  is a  cheap price to  pay to  avoid the embarrassment and inconvenience of
trying to cope with a broken wire while afloat. Many breakages have to resort to  help from
the travel lift. 
Graham Martin - Sweet Magic – Reprinted from Self Tacker December 1994

Winter Maintenance
This is the time of year to prepare a schedule for maintenance of your Noelex 25 and its
trailer.
We all know how frustrating a breakage on the launching ramp can be, and how our
popularity diminishes by the square root of Murphy’s Law!  Broken winch wire, collapsed
winch gears and bearings, seized roller spindles can all be prevented with regular
maintenance.
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Running rigging on our Noelex 25s can run like a dream when well looked after.  It is not
hard to inspect as most owners store the boats with the mast level on the top of the deck.
All sheave-boxes should run freely and it pays to regularly remove those for the main, jib,
and spinnaker.  Some earlier N25s had either nylon or alloy sheaves fitted to an alloy
caste sheave-box.  It is well known that the alloy sheave can wear, as often does the
spindle on which the sheave runs.  The sheave-boxes are usually held in position by two
stainless screws and are easy to withdraw and replace.  Remember when replacing the
sheave-box to put a blob of silicon under each screw to prevent the screw working loose.
Thoroughly inspect sidestays and the forestay swages at both ends; any sign of loose or
broken strands are a sure sign of imminent failure, so invest in a new set.  Don’t forget to
also thoroughly inspect the highfield lever strop.  This is often overlooked as it hides under
the bow peak and is a most critical part of the rig.  Next look at all the running rigging for
chaffing.  Some sheets may be changed end for end e.g. the spinnaker halyard, spinnaker
sheets, barber hauler sheets etc.  The main and jib halyard must be checked – but try to
use gloves when running the stainless halyards through your hands.  Broken strands have
a nasty habit of making themselves felt before being seen.  6mm Spectra is being used
more and more as halyards on our boats, and it doesn’t stretch, and is extremely strong.
Wash all sheets and halyards in a mild soapy solution to remove the accumulated
ingrained salt, it is surprising just how soft your cordage is afterwards.
Another piece of equipment often overlooked is the keel, the winch and winch wire.  When
was your winch wire last changed?   Again the wire should be renewed every two years.
Have you ever thought how you would cope with trying to recover your Noelex back onto
the trailer with the keel fully down?  The winch needs some attention too, remember a little
grease now and then will help relieve the effort needed every time you raise the keel those
92 turns on the winch handle!
Outboard motors range in size from 8hp up to 15hp, both 2 and 4 stroke.  Wintertime is a
good time to attend to servicing.  Your local agent has usually less work on at this time of
the year and will have more time to help with any queries you may have.  Also make sure
you have spare sparkplugs, shear pins, and any other vital spares on board and easily
located.
Thoroughly inspect your hull and make notes of any signs of damage to the gel coat.  Star
crazing is a sure sign of impact damage and is easily repaired by any boat builder with
fibreglass experience.  Go right through the boat looking for any parts that might be
wearing and replace.  Much better to know now than out on the family cruise or the race
track.  Check all your cleats and jammers, again replace if in doubt.
The trailer is next on the list.  Remove the wheels, dismantle the bearings, and discard all
the old grease.  Thoroughly clean and inspect the bearings and replace as necessary.
Repack the bearings with new good quality wheel bearing grease, and reassemble to the
trailer.  Check the brakes that they are free to work, not only the calliper cylinder, but also
the adjustment slides.  The discs may need to be refaced to clear the encrusted rust, many
brake service outlets can do this, refacing is not expensive.
It is a good idea to renew all the seals on the brake calliper each year.  The brakes are
very easy to dismantle and the seals are readily available.  Many of the later trailers were
fitted with the mark III Trojan system, a design superior to the earlier Mark II.  (The Mark III
has been designed to be a bolt-on replacement to the Mark II).  Fit the harder brake
linings, they will help in keeping the discs clear of rust.
Most fastenings on the trailer are zinc plated, and not hot dipped galvanised.  They will
deteriorate faster and should be replaced once they show signs of rusting.  Stainless steel
fastenings although more expensive initially, do not usually need to be replaced as often.
Inspect closely the condition of the bolts holding the winch post and bow stop to the trailer,
they take the strain not only of recovery but also holding the boat during transit.  The keel
roller shafts are only zinc plate, unless they have already been changed to stainless steel.
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Ensure the rollers run freely even under load, dismantle and repack with grease.  The
grease may look unsightly but is worth its weight in gold.  New stainless roller shafts are
readily available.
The trailer winch is a very hard working unit.  If uncared for, gear drives and bearing
surfaces wear quickly, it pays to frequently lubricate all moving parts with an oilcan.  The
winch wire is a vital piece of equipment; stainless steel is a common choice.  Stainless will
not usually corrode, but will fail through a condition know as work hardening when the
strands become brittle.  Usually found when handling the winch wire without gloves on!
There is on the market a modification to fit webbing to take the place of steel wire, and is
proving to be very successful.  The webbing is easy to fit.
Many of our earlier boat trailers are now in need of regalvanising.  Hot dip galvanising
represents less than 10% of the cost of a new trailer.  All  removable parts need to be
stripped before delivery to the galvanisers.  It would be opportune to have the durotorques
dismantled and regalvanised at the same time.  Trailer specialists also readily carry out
renewing the rubber bushing.
Trail Com Limited, 192 Station Rd, Auckland, hold ex stock a wide range of parts needed
to maintain our trailers.  They can affect all repairs in their very large and well-equipped
workshops and have offered a 10% discount to members of our Association.  Their phone
no. is 09 590 388 or fax 09 525 1954.

Trailer Maintenance
I’ve been reminded that an article on directing our attention to  looking after the boat and
trailer might not come amiss.  MAINTENANCE – its one of those things we put off for
when we have time.  Most folks don’t usually go cruising over the winter months so could
be a very good time in  our very active year to plan and undertake some much needed
TLC, both on the boat and on the trailer.
Most of our trailers  have  seen better days and are in  need of  attention.  At  worst, a
complete  strip  down  is  required and  re-galvanising  contemplated.   Assuming  your
maintenance is not so drastic, the notes following, will, I hope be helpful.
Tow Ball Hitch: Many tow ball hitches have seen a lot of service and need attention to the
coupling.   It  may pay to  upgrade to  a  50mm coupling if  there is  a  lot  of  wear  on
components.  (50mm couplings are the new standard in the revised Towing Regulations).
Check for wear on the coupling main shaft, locking pin, and safety catch.  Adjust the anti-
rattle  screw to ensure a snug fit on the tow ball.  Check your tow ball rating, it needs a
rating of 2000 kgs with the size and load capacity clearly shown.
Tow Bar:  Not a lot to say about this item.  Check the split pins holding the pin at the tilt
boom.  Replace the pin if there is excessive play.  I have modified my trailer by bolting the
boom to the trailer when towing long distances.
Winch:   Check for worn bearings.  Sloppy bearings cause gear teeth to miss-mesh and
eventually no drive.   Check with  your  winch manufacturer for  replacement bearings,
they’re  quite  inexpensive.   Should you  need to  strip down the winch, renew the pins
holding gear clusters to the axles.  Winch wire needs replacing every two years, or sooner,
stainless wire needs frequent checks for strand fractures.  It’s a  condition known as work
hardening.  Check nuts and bolts that secure the winch.  Frequently oil all bearings as it
makes getting the boat back onto the trailer so much easier.
Rollers:  All the original roller pins should have been replaced with stainless steel ones by
now.  The original mild steel ones rusted and pitted badly. If you have to  change yours,
you  will need to  hacksaw the old  ones off.  They will have rusted so much it will  be
impossible to drive them out.  Replace the black plastic bearings.  Before assembly, drill a
1.5mm hole through to the middle of the rubber roller.  Use the hole as a grease point for
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assembly and later maintenance.  New rods will save you and the winch a lot of strain and
energy.
Side Bearers:  The carpet on the bearers should be regularly replaced; otherwise damage
will occur to the hull when the boat is retrieved.  Any carpet shop will have off-cuts in their
waste bin.  Pop in and ask to have a rummage through.
Adjustment of the bearer height is critical.  There should be two settings.  Firstly if you tow
some distance to  your favourite  cruising or race area, make sure the bearers fi t snugly
against the hull.  A snug fit reduces the amount of flexing within the trailer assembly.  The
second setting is needed if you are close by to  the launching area.  The bearers do not
need such a snug fit, in fact its not a bad idea to allow the boat to rock slightly from side to
side.  It certainly makes launching and retrieval much easier.
Incidentally you will have to  remove the boat off the trailer to do most of the maintenance
mentioned so far.  It is easy to do, simply locate the boat by tying the stern to a fence post
or similar, and pull the trailer out from under the boat.  Rest the boat on bearers as it
comes off the trailer.  Putting the boat back on the trailer is again a simple operation.  Back
the trailer into position, use the winch to  pull the boat back on the trailer.  The winch will
pull the trailer under the boat until the boat’s weight is taken up on the trailer.
While the boat is off  the trailer, don’t overlook all  the nuts and bolts holding everything
together.  Replace any that are looking rusty or suspect.
Wheels and axles:  At least once a year, remove and clean out all old grease in the wheel
bearings.  Clean and thoroughly check the bearings. Replace any that are suspect.  On re-
assembly, repack the bearings with good quality wheel-bearing grease.  Remember disk
brakes have to  work hard and generate a lot of heat, so ensure you use the right grease.
If  you have brakes in  working order, dismantle and check that everything is  rust free.
There is nothing worse than having to stop on the road, some distance from home, with
seized brakes, and smoking, red-hot disks.  The brake assemblies are easy to dismantle
and re-assemble.  Every two years, change all  your  brake fluid.  Flush out the old  by
releasing each bleed nipple in turn, pump brake lever by hand, remember to  make sure
the master cylinder reservoir is kept topped up.  On re-assembly don’t overlook wheel nuts
and studs.  Liberally coat both with grease.
The durotorques last very well with little or no maintenance.  However, in time, the rubber
suspension loses its rebound qualities and needs replacing.  It’s a good idea to have all
parts re-galvanised,  or  rust  protection renewed when you  have  the suspension units
dismantled.  Trail Com are specialists in  these matters and offer a speedy turn-around
service.  They have a specialist division servicing durotorques.
Remember, new towing regulations are attracting more attention from enforcement bodies,
so make sure your trailer is up to scratch.
Trail  Com have offered all Noelex 25 owners special discounts for parts and service.
Simply present your membership card when ordering parts and qualify for a 25% discount.
They have an excellent New Zealand wide service.
NB: remember when you tow long distance, lowering the keel onto the rollers takes the
strain  off  the keel winch.  That  may well  account for  three teeth all  but  missing on a
recently dismantled winch.  500 pounds of lead can do a lot of damage!

Replacing Wheel Bearings 
If serviced correctly wheel bearings, whether fitted to a trailer or a car, will last many years.
However if the need arises to replace them a few simple rules must be followed to ensure
a satisfactory and long lasting job. 
Most wheel bearings are of the ‘Taper Roller’ type.  These consist of two components
being the ‘cone’ which is the part fitted with the rollers and the ‘cup’ which is pressed into
the hubs and on which the rollers run. The bearing number is usually stamped on the
bearing itself, but if this is unreadable or you are not certain, take the old bearing with you
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when  you  purchase the  replacements. While  the  two  components  can  normally be
purchased separately  it  is  always  advisable to  replace  both at the same time.  The
additional cost of the components is minimal and it saves having to  repeat the job when
the other half does wear out.  The cup is a  ‘press fit’ into  the hub. The old one can be
driven out, with a punch but the new one should be pressed in. Never use a steel punch to
drive it in. If a press is not available use a soft faced hammer to  start it off then a brass
punch to drive it home. 
The bearing cone must be packed with grease. Do not simply smear grease over the cone,
as it  will fail  in  a very short distance. All  surfaces within the hub should have a good
coating of grease over them, but do not overfill the hub, as it will throw any excess out. It is
good practice to fit new seals when new bearings are fitted. 
Finally, correct adjustment of the bearings is critical. It is better to run bearings a little loose
rather than too tight. If over tightened, excessive heat will be generated and the grease will
breakdown causing early failure.
Keith Maydon - Blue Inn – Reprinted from Self Tacker September 1999

Trailer modification
Neil Gorrie from Richmond, Nelson has modified his trailer for Connotation to make
launching in shallow water easy.  The trailer rims don’t even go into the water.  Below are
some photos and sketches, which should be of interest to other Noelex 25 owners.
Requirements
Steelwork: 4.300 of 60 #60 #8mm angle. Port side 2.300, Starboard side 2.000
Port side 7 rollers, Starboard side 6 rollers
Roller holders 50 #6mm x 300mm long bent to U 100 #100
Angle support is 50 #50 #10mm welded to angle
Roller holders welded to 20mm threaded rod 120mm long
Roller axle is Bright 15mm rod
Rollers are EZ Loader trailer type from an EZ dealer
Rollers are approx $10.50 each (Nelson) Kiwi type $26.00
Taper washers for front two rollers each side 16 required 28 x 
50mm washers to rollers 30mm PVC spacers to centre rollers

  

Port side extension Port side front
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Starboard front Starboard rear

 
Note: Check roller supports are clear of main chassis frames
Port side 2.300 long – 7 rollers, Starboard side 2.000 long – 6 rollers
Port has extra roller to compensate boat lean when winching on
Trailer wheels are not put in the water
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Man Overboard
It does happen.  For one reason or a combination of reasons, someone who didn’t want to,
ends up going for a swim.  On a small boat getting the swimmer aboard can be done
quickly.  You’ve learned how to bring a person back aboard during your capsize recover,
that is over the transom or possibly the weather side where the wind can help balance the
boat.
When practicing the man overboard recovery techniques using a cushion, first keep in
mind it is important to get the boat under control, then yell “man overboard”, keep the
swimmer in sight and safely and quickly approach the swimmer from leeward.  Quickly
turning back to your swimmer is important and possible methods are diagrammed here.
The figure-eight method stresses the importance of keeping the boat under control and
gives the novice time to approach the swimmer safely.  The quick stop method stresses
the importance of staying in the immediate area of the swimmer.  In this method the boat is
immediately tacked, leaving the jib cleated.  You should experiment with this last method
on your boat.  In heavy winds this method can lead to a capsize.
Also shown is an optional light air method involving a gybe to get downwind of the
swimmer.  Which method you choose will depend on conditions and your own boat
handling skills.  “Man overboard” practice is very important and can be fun.

Centre Plate Locking Pin
One of our local members boat sank, after broaching while gibing under spinnaker, during
the Harbour Classic race.  A gust came through in  fresh conditions.  The centre  plate
housed when the boat was laid over, causing the boat to  overturn.  Fortunately, the boat
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was recovered with  the help of a  launch and divers, some 5 hours later, with  damage
amounting to many thousands of dollars.
This is not the first 25 to  sink in NZ and from reports received that day, from some other
sailors, they were very lucky not to  share the same experience.  Save yourself a  lot of
heartache and expense, by ensuring that you pin your plate dow n.  Also make sure your
front hatch is secure.  Remember the pin can make the difference between you sinking or
coming upright, to continue sailing.
Further to  this incident I would be interested to  hear from any owners who have added
positive buoyancy, in the form of foam or plastic bottles, to their vee and quarter berths, for
extra safety, as these areas are not watertight.
Keith Maydon – Blue Inn – Reprinted from Self Tacker issue 1 - 2003

Refrigeration Units
Following my request in the last Self Tacker, several members responded with contacts
and helpful information.  Thank you.
The original compressor for the food bin fridge was an Indel 80/S, which draws 3 amps.
The New Zealand agent for Indel, is now Greg Knight of Fridge Tech in Auckland.  (He
advertises in Boating NZ, under Isotherm.)  Ph:  09-4241781 or 027-4749565   email:
Fridgetech@xtra.co.nz
He was very helpful and able to supply new diaphragms and O-rings @ $70.  The original
refrigerant R12 is now difficult to obtain.  406A can be used.  The latter does not contain a
lubricant but I understand this is not a problem.  He also offered some excellent advice re
the installation of parts, also whether a unit is worth repairing.  Please contact me, if you
would like some more info.
Other options:
1:  Install new compressor.  Available through Fridge Tech
2:  Install a  Tropicool XC3000 thermoelectric Unit available from Tropicool Christchurch
Ph: 03-3812066 Fax: 03-3812067 email: tropicool@xtra.co.nz  
These draw about 2 amps.  Cost about $500 on special.  It is easy to install, in food bin or
a large chilly bin and is popular with cruisers.
3:  Electrolux 3 way.  RC1600 chest refrigerator.  35 litre, $699 on special. Runs well on
gas and makes ice. Very popular with cruisers, and no power hassles.  
Also now available.  Consul, 40 litre, 3 way chest fridge, from the Warehouse.  Stainless
steel exterior.  $499 on special.  They appear to be a very good buy.
4:  12v chilly bin coolers.  Not so popular, as they require up to 8 amps supply.  
5:  Ice.  Freeze 3 litre bottles of, 7  parts water and 3 parts Methylated Spirits, for at least
two weeks prior and they will keep food and drinks cool, for about a week.  
Disadvantage, space required.  Do not fill bottles to the top, as the mixture expands.
Also, freeze drink cans and vacuum pack meat and freeze.
Most of the above rely on having a large 100 amp hour battery and good 3-5 amp solar
panels, if you wish to  run your fridge for 8  hours a day.  Most outboards will not provide
sufficient power to recharge batteries, for daily fridge use, while cruising.
Keith Maydon - Blue Inn – Reprinted from Self Tacker April 2002

Heating
Due to  the rather chilly conditions we sometimes cruise in, Carole  asked me about a
heater.  After looking at camping supply shops, I came up with the following heater made
out of the side of an old Sunbeam Toaster.
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The grill is made from a $10.00 strainer with  handle cut off.  A hole is cut in the bottom
sheet and the strainer attached with pop-rivets.  The top reflector can be adjusted to throw
the heat in the desired direction.  It works fine on a gas stove, I don’t know how it would go
on a meths or kero.
Keith Atkinson of  Grumpy’s Toy  does a neat conversion to  gas bottles with  a  solenoid
valve which give you a push button remote on – off, great in rain!   David Hayton

Ventilation
In the summer the heat from the stove gets really oppressive in a non-pop-top boat.  Some
people prop up the front of the top hatchway with a  beer can or similar, but I found this
unreliable and rather raffish looking.  I found some scrap pipe and bought some standard
fittings and some boom track and fabricated some permanent folding supports.  I hope you
can understand the diagram.

The height of the top can be varied with the bottom fittings, which have sprung-loaded pins
that fi t into the holes in the track like a genoa car.

Keeping your cool
For years I had been considering installing a fridge on Naomi but had not found the perfect
solution. The factory  installation using a 12 Volt  compressor worked well  enough but
because of the power drain was only a weekend option.
A powerful array of solar panels and sunny days would save the battery but at a vast cost
and running the engine for hours each day didn’t seem much of an idea either. Similarly a
small petrol generator would send you crazy after ten minutes or so.
Gas seemed to  be the answer and many boats have these but usually installed in  the
cockpit, which I considered a hassle. I had thought of using the food bin but could not find
a unit that fitted. I was thinking of the back compartment that was already insulated. The
idea finally came to  me that there was no reason why I  couldn’t use the larger front
compartment. Alas, still no unit that fitted without major butchery until Dometic (Electrolux)
bought out a slightly different model that just seemed to scrape in.
I went ahead and bought one ($699 new) and then studied the problem. There were a few
hitches such as the operating instructions stating that the product was not to  be used in a
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boat or vehicle  (U.K. regulations) and that gas fitters  will  not allow a supply pipe to  be
longer than 1 metre if the unit is for use indoors. As  it happened, one metre was exactly
the length needed in the set up.
You will see from the first photo that it was necessary to
bore a lot of holes in the side and bottom  of the bin  to
provide air circulation. It was also necessary to cut a slot
for the L shaped gas connector and two further slots in
the front and back to  enable you to  pull the fridge out by
its handles. The food bin  is tapered and the fridge jams
beautifully when it is right in. Some of the divider has to
be chiselled away to fit. 
I used a 2-litre gas bottle, which sits on the back of the
bin, held in place by a couple of stretchies. This lasted for
12 days on the minimum setting, which is what you switch
to once the fridge is brought down to temperature. In  the
3

rd
 photo you can see that  the fridge is a good fit  and

access is very easy. With it being in the front as you can
pull the bin out far enough without having to  put the table
down.
The unit develops quite a lot of heat in the exhaust area
and it is not possible to  keep the table under the cockpit
as usual. Many boats have different systems for holding
the table but the standard factory design that uses two
runners is fine. The underneath of the cockpit is hot to
touch but within the temperature range of the GRP, which
will  tolerate boiling point. On a cold morning the cockpit
area above the fridge is pleasantly warm for bare feet! On
Naomi I had fi tted a shelf to carry the table so had to bore
a couple of holes through that as well to allow circulation.
The fridge produces a small number of ice blocks every
24 hours and is superb for butter, milk, beer etc and the
usual leftovers you put in the fridge at home. The thermostat does not work on gas so it
can get quite cold if not opened from time to time but normal use is fine. Like a chilly bin it
is best to cool down the contents first and I carried it in the back of the wagon on the way
up to  Tasman Bay plugged into a lighter socket. I do not recommend leaving the fridge in
the boat whilst towing as the system does not tolerate too much movement and can get
bubbles or something in  the works  that  stops it from  operating. I  have  done two trips
without any hassles and was a bit hesitant at first, as I have not had a gas bottle inside the
boat before. I am now quite confident with the appliance and it does supply a  little bit of
warm air on cold nights.
David Hayton – Naomi – Reprinted from Self Tacker March 2004

Spare parts
A list of spares and where they can be obtained:
Keel  winch –  Nicholson Engineering, I  understand this  company has the late  model
winches for the Noelex 25.  Contact 09 5355150. (See also p. 32)
Front Hatch – Polycarbonate front hatch made by FAB  Plastics in Christchurch includes
wedges to mount original hinges.  Contact 03 3663634.
Pop  tops  and  food  bin –  Available  from  Richard  on  06  3277713.   He  will  only
recommission the moulds if there is enough demand.  We had 3 produced in 2000 and this
took some effort  to  get underway.   Steel  work for pop tops would need to  be locally
produced by copying another boat.
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Rudder blades and outboard well plate – Available from Ian McAven on 09 5366413, as
with the pop tops the more to make the cheaper each one will be.
Rudder blades – are also available from Dispatch and Garlick Engineering, Greymouth.
They are presently producing Noelex 22 blades from the Noelex Industries mould.  The
rudders are identical.  Contact 03 7687089.
Rudderstock bushes –  Available  from  Ceelon Plastics Ltd,  Sonter  Road,  Sockburn,
Christchurch. Contact 03 3437977.
Noelex 25 Boat  Test –  Available  on request.  Contact Rudolph 03 9816234 or 021
2626888.
Rudolph Meltzer - Empty Pockets – Reprinted from Self Tacker September 2002

Accessories – Polycarbonate front hatches for Noelex 25’s
Members in Christchurch have secured a supplier of polycarbonate front hatches for your
Noelex 25.  John Oliver, owner of Qui  Vive  kindly loaned us his hatch and we had FAB
Plastics make a mould and produce 3 hatches in  various  levels of tint.  The hatches
produced are as near to the original as possible.  What has been noted is the variance in
many of the boats in the front hatch area so your hatch may need more foam to ensure a
weather tight seal, which is something the fibreglass ones never provided anyway.  FAB
Plastics are also happy to  supply the small wedges that fit between the hatch and the
hinges; they have also set up a template to machine the groove in the underside to take
the scaling rubber.  The boats we have fitted them to in Christchurch have varied greatly in
the size of the front hatch opening so it is recommended that before this groove is cut that
you supply paper pattern of your opening shape to see if it matches the template that FAB
Plastics has made.  If its not the same or close then I would recommend that you skip the
machined groove and stick the sealing foam  directly to  the surface of the new hatch.
These new hatches certainly brighten up the front berth even with the darkest tint that we
have, we have fitted a curtain over ours secured with Velcro for those times when you
want to keep the sun or mosquitoes out.
If you would like to  order one of these hatches please contact FAB Plastics  directly on 03
366 3634 and speak to John Wilde.  Price is $150.00 (approx.) complete with wedges plus
GST.  You will need to supply the sticky back foam (Para) and a new lock for the front, the
latches used for aluminium joinery have proven very satisfactory.
Alistair Donaldson – Reprinted from Self Tacker February 2000

Winter storage of your outboard motor
Before you put your outboard motor away for the winter you should completely flush it with
fresh water, run your outboard at normal idle speed for at least 15 minutes, a  quick 5-
minute flush is not long enough.
Make  sure water runs from  the cooling-water pilot-holes, if it doesn’t, stop your motor
immediately or you may cause serious damage.
Remove the cowling from your  motor,  (your engine cover),  and feel  the base of the
cylinder head, or around the thermostat if your motor has one, this should be warm.
If  your motor has a thermostat, you must run your outboard long enough to  warm it up
properly for the thermostat to  open.  This will then enable the fresh water to wash away
any salt build up from around the thermostat.
Once your outboard motor has been run and warmed up properly, and while the motor is
still running, disconnect the fuel line at your outboard, not the tank.
Let the motor keep running until it stops due to lack of fuel.  This will make sure you do not
end up with old fuel in your carburettor next time you go to start your outboard motor.
NOTE:  Petrol loses its octane rating reasonably fast and you will have trouble trying to
start your outboard motor with  any petrol that is older than 3 months.  Discard old petrol
and do not use in your outboard.
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Make  sure you  completely drain your fuel  line.  You  can do this by pushing both ball
bearings, one in each end of your fuel line, back against the springs, holding them in and
open by using two Phillips screw drivers or two twigs.
Once this is done simply squeeze the primer bulb in your fuel  line while holding the fuel
line vertical to  completely drain the line.  If you do not do this the next time you try and
start your motor, (after three months), you will be pumping old fuel first straight in to  your
carburettor.
ANOTHER NOTE:  Do not forget to  remove the screwdrivers or twigs from both ends of
your fuel line upon completion of the above mentioned task, or you will have considerable
difficulty in the operation of your outboard next time you head for the brine!
Remove your spark plugs and check for carbon build up and the correct spark plug gap
(refer to your outboard manual). If you are not sure about your spark plugs and they have
been in your outboard for some time it is best to replace them with new ones.
While the spark plugs are removed from your motor put one teaspoon of two-stroke oil
down each bore.  This keeps the bores lubricated while your motor is not in use. Then
replace your spark plugs.
Spray all around your motor with CRC then give your motor a good wipe down to  remove
any salt deposits.  Leave your motor cowling off  for a  while  and your motor in  direct
sunlight to dry out any dampness.
Refer to your outboard manual to find the grease points on your outboard and grease them
as directed, not forgetting the throttle-control and steering handle.
When you have finished your maintenance put your motor cowling back on and store your
outboard motor standing up in the normal operating position.  This will ensure all water is
completely drained out of your outboard and none is trapped around the cylinder head,
which may cause corrosion.
Proper maintenance of your outboard motor should give you many trouble free hours of
motoring and help avoid  the  embarrassment of  having to  be towed back  to  shore,
especially if it is a Stink boat doing the towing.

Cruising a Noelex 25 - take a corkscrew
The  Noelex  25  is  well  suited  to  cruising  with  copious  storage  space,  ample
accommodation for four  people and a steady cruising speed of around 6 knots under
motor.
We have enjoyed these features of our Noelex 25 for the past five years on the waters of
the Hauraki Gulf where we spend some thirty nights each year cruising near and far.
For those who have not yet managed to convince the family that a holiday on the water is
for them, or who have spent time out on the water and not enjoyed every moment, this
article is aimed at giving you some tips on what can make the difference between wanting
to be there and wanting to stay at home or hire a batch rather than go sailing.
The first rule for cruising is “if it’s not going to be fun then don’t go”.  It never ceases to
amaze me how often we see boats heading out in weather, which is at the very least not
very pleasant and at worst dangerous.  For the experienced sailing family such conditions
may be tolerable if  the  voyage  is  short and the anchorage they are heading to  is a
sheltered haven, however it is not likely to  be fun for all on board, so my advice is to  stay
home until the weather settles down.  Yacht clubs around the country are full of sad boat
owners who tell  you that they would use their boat more if only their wife  and children
would come sailing with  them.  It generally only takes a few moments of discussion to
establish the fact that their family has been exposed to a voyage, which was “a bit rough,
suffered  from  sea  sickness and  were  absolutely  scared out  of  their  skins”.   Such
experiences are lasting in their effect and completely unnecessary.  “Don’t do it”!
Another factor in ensuring that your time on the water is “fun” is to ensure that you, as the
skipper, have the sailing and navigation skills to  be able to make a voyage without getting
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yourself and your family wound up in knots.  If you feel that you lack in these skills there
are a few things that you can do to overcome this shortfall.
Joining a racing crew is a great way of finding out how to sail a Noelex 25 and to discover
how far they can be pushed in any direction.  It also helps you to sort out how to set your
boat up so that everything works as it should.  Again there is nothing worse than sailing on
a boat where you can’t let the main sheet go when you want it to  go so that the boat tips
on its ear and gives everyone that fright they don’t need.
Another opportunity with the Noelex 25 is to go cruising with other Noelex 25s.  This gives
you  the opportunity to  learn while  having fun.  Each Christmas there are Noelex 25s
cruising in all the major cruising areas of New Zealand from the Bay of Islands in the north
to Stewart Island in the south.  By getting in touch with the association or the fleet captain
in the area you reside in or wish to  cruise in you will find out who intends to do what and
you  can then plan your  holiday in  company.   Take care to  find  out  a  bit about the
experience of the skippers you are going with  otherwise you may find that the blind are
leading the blind and that essential “fun quotient” may be at risk.
The next prerequisite in trouble free cruising is the fitness of the boat for the job.  Safety is
something that is dear to the hearts of the parents of children and mothers tend to be more
aware of safety factors than many dads are, particularly when the children are young.  I
will not offer an exhaustive list of all safety gear you should carry as the list in the NZYRU
handbook covers this in detail from a racing perspective. If you don’t have a copy of this
borrow one from someone who races and draw up a list of basic safety items you should
carry.  When cruising there are some additions you should carry over and above basics.
Anchors – Carry two, one bigger than the minimum size prescribed for the boats with two
boat lengths of short link chain and at least 50 metres of warp.  If you plan on cruising in
deep water areas such as Great Barrier Island take extra  warp with you as the 50 metres
will  not always get to  the bottom  even close to  shore in  places.  The spare anchor is
essential in the event that you have to  move in a hurry and the best way is often simply to
tie a float on the anchor warp and leave the anchor down to be retrieved when conditions
suit.  Anchors can also get caught on the bottom and its no fun being left on a lee shore
because you have to  stay with your one and only anchor.  Take two and an extra  length of
warp.
Life jackets and safety harnesses – Life jackets are essential but safety harnesses in my
opinion are of equal  or even greater importance to  the cruising family.   Whilst we have
already agreed that we will  not go out in bad weather because it won’t be fun there is
always a chance that we will be caught out in the middle of nowhere in more wind and in
bigger seas than we want to be in.   This happened to  us in a trip back from Great Barrier
Island a few years ago with a front of 50-knot winds coming through on a forecast of 15 to
20 knots.  The seas built up to 3 metres and we had some six miles to make shelter at Port
Jackson Bay at the top of the Coromandel Peninsula.  Now the question of life jackets and
safety harnesses can be put into  perspective.  On this occasion I was first to put on a
safety harness in the belief that it was vital that I stayed with the boat if I was to be in any
sort of position to  ensure the safety of my family.  If I went over the side with only a  life
jacket on I could watch the boat sail on in the knowledge that I would not sink but far from
shore that the same fate may be in store for the boat carrying a couple of young children
and my wife.  Carry both when cruising.
First  Aid  kits –  The  first aid  kit  prescribed in  the NZYRU  handbook  is  thoroughly
recommended, as it is a very comprehensive kit indeed.  (I doubt that many who race, do
in fact have all that is required on board).  In addition to  this kit you really only need to
carry a  few items.  We carry an effective  antihistamine in tablet form after some fierce
reactions to mosquitoes from a different place to our normal living area.  Another item is a
bottle of “Miltons” (the same stuff you clean nappies with) to  add to  any water we take on
board that is at all questionable in quality.  Our water supply operates through a full flow
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carbon filter so we don’t taste the Miltons.  If  you don’t have this setup, which can be
thoroughly recommended, then boiling will achieve the same ends.  Clean water is a must
on boats as it is no fun sitting on the head all day.
VHF radio – The ability to communicate with other boats by radio is desirable from both a
safety and social point of view.  CB radio is popular in some parts of the country but is of
little  or no use on the busy waters of the Hauraki Gulf.   When cruising in  a group an
effective VHF radio gives you the freedom to take off for a day or two to do your own thing
and catch up with others when it suits.  It also gives you the ability to ask for help when
and if required.  Cellphones can also be useful but some areas such as Coromandel do
not gain the signal well if at all.
Cork screws – With the boat well found, the crew in good company or having completed
enough time on the water and in the classroom to be competent we now get down to  the
essentials for having fun.  The Cork Screw is an item, which symbolises our experiences
when cruising.  It is not an essential item unless you happen to  have a particularly nice
bottle of wine to open and it is often only the production of such that reveals the lack of a
cork screw.  If you happen to  have one on board you can be sure that those who do not
will soon discover your treasure and you will progressively meet the occupants of all the
boats who have not got one.  In this situation it works as a social magnet and will introduce
you to a host of potential new friends.  In the event that you are in need of one and don’t
have one on board, then you will be the one in the dinghy in search of a cork screw and
meeting people all over the bay.  Such is the life of cruising where you will find a great
willingness to  share.
Food – Some food items we have found ideal when cruising are:-
Canned meat dishes from Campbells and Watties go well with spaghetti 
Two-minute noodles provide a quick and easy meal for the children when they drop in
Long life milk and cream are essentials and keep without refrigeration until opened
Muffins keep for a week unopened and are a good substitute for bread
Lots of things for nibbles – happy hours at 1700 hrs each day are a compulsory activity
Bar-b-que food.  We carry a small two-burner gas cooker with a hot plate that fits the entire
cooking area.  This ensures that we can eat on the beach, which is desirable from a social
point of view and it also gets everyone away from the confines of the boat.
Vacuum-packed meat keeps well if you keep it chilled.  We get up to a week and find that
marinated keeps better than most and avoid any processed meats e.g. mince.
Pressure cookers are also a useful item on a boat.  They can be used as a saucepan or as
a pressure cooker and they can be sealed with food in them.  Great for the first night out.
One last suggestion on having fun is to  make plans, which are not too ambitious.  It takes
about two hours to  sail 12 nautical miles and while sailing is fun, Mum and the children will
probably have more fun on the beach than sitting down all day looking at the sails.  That
also brings up the speed factor – if you are not making good speed, turn on the motor and
get to where you are going before the Bay fills up and you are left on the outside to enjoy
the swell all  night.  If  you decide to  sail somewhere that will take 24 hours under ideal
conditions  remember that it may take twice as  long getting back if the wind ends  up
staying where it is.  Remember if it’s not fun, don’t do it!
Brian Smith - Bellbird
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